St. Michael The Archangel
The St. Michael Prayer is once again being prayed daily for the intention of Religious Liberty in America! This booklet includes Prayers to St. Michael. From the Old Testament times until today, St. Michael the Archangel has always powerfully defended and assisted God’s people on earth. Based on Scripture, Church history and saintly traditions, this book explains St. Michael’s name, his rank among the Angels, his victory over Satan, his role among the Israelites, his role as Guardian Angel of the Catholic Church, as defender of souls, Heavenly Physician, helper in battle, advocate of the dying, consoler of the Poor Souls in Purgatory and guardian of the Blessed Sacrament and the Pope. Also included are the apparition and victory at Monte Gargano, the huge shrine to the Archangel on Mont St. Michel, the vision of Pope Leo XIII and St. Michael’s role to come at the End of Time. Here too is a treasury of prayers, including the famous Chaplet of St. Michael the Archangel. A goldmine of traditional facts which will be an eye-opener and an encouragement to all Catholics in our daily spiritual battles!
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Customer Reviews

I have been familiar with Saint Michael the Archangel my whole life, but I was pleasantly surprised to learn from this little work how much I did not know. First of all, the piece is solidly Christian and is a good corrective to some of the confusing and dubious New Age approaches to angels. It has sections on Saint Michael in the Old Testament, the New Testament, and a history of devotion. The last section is full of prayers. I was unaware of much of the history of devotion to Saint Michael, and did not know of the historical importance of the great shrine to Saint Michael known as the Gargano
in Italy. This little book explains how it all got started. Padre Pio devotees will find it particularly interesting, given the latter’s devotion, and the proximity of the great shrine of Saint Michael to Padre Pio’s beloved San Giovanni Rotondo. I was surprised how much I go out of it, and learned as well about the Chaplet to Saint Michael. Definitely recommended for anyone wanting a solid introduction to Saint Michael’s place in Christian faith.

This is really a booklet but it is great! It has a lot of information and great useful prayers. I highly recommend it to anyone looking for more information on St. Michael. Every Catholic should have one.

Very informative material on the religious background of St. Michael. I very much enjoyed reading this book. Thanks.

As Michael the Archangel is my patron saint, I know a lot about him but this remarkable book is packed with a lot more history and knowledge about this magnificent Archangel than I ever dreamed existed! Not only that, the book contains many, many prayers and novenas for Michael and his feast-days, along with the complete Chaplet of St. Michael (to be done with his chaplet beads). What a fantastic book, and I plan to get a few more copies for members of my Catholic church!

This is a small but very powerful little booklet! For me, St. Michael comes first after the Holy Trinity, caring for me from dark entities. He is very powerful in protecting all that is good, and that is us, God’s children (in my opinion). This book also includes some prayers in the back that are new to me, but I will use them. I praise him for the liberties he has taken to fight the devil for us here on earth, as well as for those in purgatory or elsewhere. I recommend this small booklet as an acknowledgement of security for Peace from Satan and his demons. You can keep it at home or carry it around with you.

Short and Sweet on this one. Get it! St. Michael the Archangel is one whom you want on your side. Full of prayers, devotions, and information about St. Michael.

What a delight this little (and it is little) book is! About the size of a chicken breast, this bookilini packs all the information you’d ever want about St. Michael, the archangel, including why the world needs our prayers to St. Michael—the first chapter in explains why we might take up a devotion to
the archangel. The second chapter is a history of St. Michael—in scripture, in Church teaching, and in Church lore (the text makes clear what is lore and what isn't). The third chapter details St. Michael's offices—the work he does for Heaven and for Earth (the Church as well as the Church Militant). The final chapter provides a number of prayers to St. Michael, including the Litany to St. Michael as well as the Chaplet of St. Michael. You can read this book in a single sitting, and it's small enough to carry in your purse or pocket, in case you want those prayers readily available.

REALLY NEAT LITTLE PAPERBACK BOOK. GREAT FOR ALL AGES. BOUGHT ONE FOR MY CHILD AND THEN WENT BACK TO GET ONE FOR ME. MUST BUY!
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